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In-plane deformation of cantilever plates with applications
to lateral force microscopy
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The in-plane deformation of atomic force microscope~AFM! cantilevers under lateral loading is
commonly assumed to have negligible effect in comparison to other deformation modes and
ignored. In this article, we present a theoretical study of the behavior of cantilevers under lateral
loading, and in so doing establish that in-plane deformation can strongly contribute to the total
deformation, particularly for rectangular cantilevers of high aspect ratio~length/width!. This has
direct implications to lateral force microscopy, where the neglect of in-plane deformation can
contribute to significant quantitative errors in force measurements and affect the interpretation of
measurements. Consequently, criteria and approaches for minimizing the effects of in-plane
deformation are presented, which will be of value to users and designers of AFM cantilevers.
Accurate analytical formulas for the in-plane spring constants of both rectangular and V-shaped
cantilevers are also presented. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1667252#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the deformation of atomic force micr
scope~AFM! cantilevers is fundamental to the performan
of the instrument and the interpretation of measurements
lateral force microscopy,1 a lateral load is applied to the im
aging tip of the cantilever, inducing a moment about t
cantilever axis. The resulting rotational deformation~twist-
ing! of the cantilever, which is typically measured by th
optical deflection technique, can then be used to determ
the applied lateral force. This is typically accomplished by~i!
knowledge of the torsional spring constant and calibration
the lateral displacement of the imaging tip,2–5 or ~ii ! direct
calibration of lateral forces acting on the cantilever.6,7

It is commonly assumed that AFM cantilevers are res
tant to in-plane deformation, i.e., deformation parallel to
plane of the cantilever, which is induced by the applicat
of a lateral force to the imaging tip. This assumption of pu
rotation then enables the rotational deformation to be rela
directly to the lateral movement of the tip. Indeed, the m
surement approach mentioned in~i! above is contingent on
this premise. Consequently, in this article we present a
tailed theoretical study of the effects of in-plane deformat
in AFM cantilevers. Both rectangular and V-shaped cant
vers are considered, since these are used predominan
practice. In so doing, we establish that in-plane deforma
can strongly contribute to the total deformation, particula
for practical rectangular cantilevers of high aspect ra
~length/width!. We also present rigorous conditions und
which in-plane deformation of cantilevers can be neglect
This is particularly relevant to lateral force measuremen
where the assumption of pure rotation underlies the theo
ical framework of the above experimental methodology.2–5

We emphasize that even though the optical deflection te

a!Electronic mail: jsader@unimelb.edu.au
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nique is insensitive to in-plane movement of the cantilev
such in-plane movement can strongly affect the interpre
tion of measurements, and hence quantitative lateral fo
results, as we shall discuss.

The presentation of this article is as follows. We w
commence by deriving analytical formulas for the in-pla
spring constants of both rectangular and V-shaped can
vers. We primarily consider deformation perpendicular to
cantilever symmetry axis, since this is the case most co
monly encountered in practice. For completeness,
complementary case of loading parallel to the symmetry a
of the cantilever is given in the Appendix. Following this, th
effects of rotation on the total deformation shall be include
In so doing, we shall present criteria that ensure the effect
in-plane deformation are negligible. Finally, we will prese
a discussion of the implications of these results to late
force measurements and to a recent study by one of the
thors which compared the lateral stability of rectangular a
V-shaped cantilevers.8

II. THEORY

In this section, we examine the effects of in-plane def
mation under the application of lateral forces, for both re
angular and V-shaped cantilevers, schematics of which
given in Fig. 1. We focus on loading in they direction only,
see Fig. 2, for reasons given above; results for loading in
x direction are given in the Appendix. Note that a gene
lateral load is easily constructed using a linear combinat
of these results. Initially, we consider the resulting in-pla
deformation only, as illustrated in Fig. 3, i.e., deformation
the cantilever in thex–y plane. The combined effects o
rotational and in-plane deformation will be examine
subsequently.9 The subscriptsx andy shall refer to loading in
the x andy directions, respectively.

Throughout, the load is applied at the end of the imag
tip, at a distanceDL measured back from the end-tip of th
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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cantilever, along its axis of symmetry, see Fig. 2. We n
that the imaging tip has the effect of making the cantile
rigid at its position. Consequently, the portion of the canti
ver between the imaging tip and the end of the cantileve
taken to be rigid in the following calculations.8

A. In-plane deformation

Lateral loading in they direction corresponds to loadin
perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the cantilever. We n

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of~a! rectangular and~b! V-shaped cantilever
plates showing dimensions.

FIG. 2. Schematic of cantilever tip showing applied forcesFx , Fy , Fz ,
load positionDL on the cantilever, height of imaging tiph measured from
the base of the tip to the midplane of the cantilever, and coordinate sy
used. Origin of coordinate system is at the center of mass of the clam
end of the plate.
Downloaded 11 Mar 2004 to 128.250.6.243. Redistribution subject to AI
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derive simple analytical formulas for the in-plane spring co
stants of both rectangular and V-shaped cantilevers un
such loading. The accuracy and validity of these formu
will be assessed by comparison to rigorous finite elem
results below.

For rectangular cantilevers, we work in the limit whe
the lengthL of the cantilever greatly exceeds its widthc.
Consequently, standard beam theory10 is applicable, from
which we obtain the well-known result

ky5
Etc3

4~L2DL !3 , ~1!

where the in-plane spring constantky is defined as the ratio
of the applied lateral force to the resulting in-plane displa
ment at the load point, and whereE is Young’s modulus,t is
the thickness of the plate, and all other dimensions are sp
fied in Fig. 1~a!.

To analyze the V-shaped cantilever, we consider the li
of d/b50.5 which corresponds to a triangular plate. Sin
the lateral load is perpendicular to the symmetry axis of
cantilever, the stress distribution must be antisymme
about this symmetry axis, i.e., compressive on one side
the symmetry axis, and tensile on the other. Furthermore,
stress will be largest near the outer edge of the cantile
and decrease towards the symmetry axis. It then follows
removing a triangular section near the center of the trian
which is equivalent to reducing the arm width ratiod/b, will
have little effect on the spring constant. Consequently,
in-plane spring constant of a V-shaped cantilever will be
dependent of the arm width ratiod/b, to leading order, and
well approximated by that of a solid triangle. We therefo
utilize the analytical solution in Ref. 11 for an infinite wedg
loaded at its end-tip and restrained at a distanceL from the
end-tip, along the symmetry axis,

ky5Et~a2sina cosa!F lnS L

DL D G21

, ~2!

where

m
ed

FIG. 3. Graphical illustration of tip deformation resulting from a later
load: undeformed cantilever~solid!, deformed cantilever~dashed!. Displace-
ment due to pure rotational deformation isD rot . Displacement due to pure
in-plane deformation isD in . Total displacement of tip is given by sum o
D rot andD in .
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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a5tan21S b

2L D . ~3!

This solution will be valid for loads positioned away fro
the end-tip of the cantilever, i.e., finiteDL/L, provided this
ratio is small, as the true stress distribution will be accurat
represented.

Note that the above in-plane spring constant of
V-shaped cantilever is independent of the arm widthd,
whereas the corresponding spring constant for a rectang
cantilever is strongly dependent on its widthc.

B. Combination of rotational and in-plane deformation

We now examine the combined effect of in-plane a
rotational deformations, when lateral forces are applied
the imaging tip, see Fig. 3. To this end, we utilize the
plane formulas presented above and established analy
formulas for the rotational spring constants
rectangular10,12 and V-shaped cantilevers,13 which are re-
viewed in Ref. 8.

To begin, we note that application of a lateral force
the end of the imaging tip will result in both a rotation
deformation and in-plane movement of the cantilever,
Fig. 3. To account for both contributing effects, we add t
lateral displacements resulting from these deformations
give the total lateral spring constantk,

k5krot~11«!21, ~4!

where

«5
krot

kin , ~5!

where the superscripts ‘‘rot’’ and ‘‘in’’ refer to individua
contributions for pure rotational and in-plane deformatio
respectively. Specifically,krot is the ratio of applied latera
force to the lateral displacement at the load point, for
case of pure rotational deformation of the cantilever. In c
trast, kin is the analogous spring constant for pure in-pla
deformation of the cantilever. Importantly, if the spring co
stant due to in-plane deformationkin greatly exceeds that du
to rotational deformationkrot, i.e.,«!1, then deformation of
the tip is purely due to rotational movement of the cantilev

For a rectangular cantilever loaded in they direction, we
find12

«y5
2

3~11n! S t

hD 2S L2DL

c D 2

, ~6!

whereh is the imaging tip height, see Fig. 2.
For V-shaped cantilevers, the corresponding expres

is considerably more complex. We therefore simply pres
the leading order scaling behavior, which can be easily
rived from the formulas given above and in Ref. 8, name

«y;OS Fd

bGF t

hG2FL

bG2D . ~7!

It is important to note that«y depends strongly on all dimen
sions of the cantilevers, including their plan view geo
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etries. This is in direct contrast to loading in thex direction,
where«x;O(t/h)2 for both rectangular and V-shaped can
levers.

Note that in all cases, the relative importance of in-pla
deformation decreases as the imaging tip heighth increases.
The performance of rectangular and V-shaped cantilev
with respect to in-plane deformation shall be examined
detail in the following section.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To begin, we assess the validity and accuracy of
formulas presented in Sec. II A for the in-plane spring co
stants, by presenting a comparison with finite element~FE!
analysis.14 Since the cantilever thickness is typically muc
smaller than its plan view dimensions, in-plane deformat
inherently occurs under plane stress conditions; this is
lized in the FE analysis. In addition, we only present resu
for V-shaped cantilevers with an aspect ratiob/L51, which
corresponds to the typical practical case; similar results
obtained for 0.5<b/L<1.5. Similarly, we only present re
sults for imaging tips positioned atDL/L50.03; results ob-
tained for values within the range 0.01<DL/L<0.1 exhibit
identical behavior and accuracy. Results for Poisson’s r
n50.25 are given only, since the in-plane spring consta
are very weakly dependent on Poisson’s ratio. Also note
following typical geometric properties of AFM cantilever
~i! V-shaped cantilever arm width ratios: 0.1<d/b<0.3; ~ii !
rectangular cantilever aspect ratios, 2<L/c<10; ~iii ! posi-
tion of the imaging tip for both types of cantilevers, 0.0
<DL/L<0.1; and~iv! ratio of the imaging tip height to the
cantilever thickness, 5<h/t<30. These parameter range
will be used in the pursuing discussion.

A. In-plane deformation

In Fig. 4, we present a comparison of the in-plane spr
constants derived in Sec. II A with results obtained using

FIG. 4. Comparison of analytical and FE results for the in-plane late
spring constantsky of rectangular and V-shaped cantilevers forDL/L
50.03. Analytical formula Eq.~1! for rectangular cantilever~solid line!.
Analytical formula Eq.~2! for V-shaped cantilever~dashed line!. FE results
for rectangular cantilever~solid circles!. FE results for V-shaped cantileve
~open circles!.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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analysis, for the case of loading in they direction. Both rect-
angular and V-shaped cantilevers are considered. From
4, it is clear that the analytical formulas accurately capt
the behavior of the cantilevers. In particular, we find that
in-plane spring constant of a V-shaped cantilever is relativ
insensitive to the arm width ratiod/b, as predicted in Eq
~2!; this is particularly true ford/b.0.2. This insensitivity to
cantilever plan view geometry contrasts directly with the b
havior of rectangular cantilevers, whose in-plane spring c
stant is strongly dependent on the aspect ratioL/c. We also
note that the formulas presented in the Appendix for load
in the x direction exhibit similar accuracy, although the d
pendence on geometry is very different.

It is interesting to compare the relative performance
V-shaped and rectangular cantilevers to in-plane defor
tion, under conditions where their normal spring consta
~for loading in thez direction, see Fig. 2! are equal.8 Specifi-
cally, we choose the cantilevers to have identical leng
thickness, and material properties. This enables the rela
merits of these cantilevers, with respect to in-plane deform
tion, to be examined properly. We ensure that both can
vers have equal normal spring constants by invoking the
allel beam approximation,15 which dictates the relationshi
between the width of the arms of both cantilevers,

c52d̄H 11
4d̄3

b3 J 21

, ~8!

whered̄5d cosa is the shortest width across the arms of t
V-shaped cantilever. From Fig. 4, we find that the relat
performance of the cantilevers is strongly dependent on t
plan view geometry. For rectangular cantilevers withL/c
.2, corresponding to equivalent V-shaped cantilevers w
d/b,0.3, Fig. 4 establishes that V-shaped cantilevers p
sess higher in-plane spring constants in they direction. It is
important to note, however, that ford/b50.3, which corre-
sponds to the upper limit of arm width ratios encountered
practice, equivalent V-shaped and rectangular cantilev
give comparabley direction in-plane spring constants. The
results contrast to those in thex direction, where the equiva
lent rectangular and V-shaped cantilevers exhibit similar
plane spring constants, regardless of their plan view ge
etry.

We emphasize that these findings for in-plane deform
tion are independent of those for pure rotational deforma
found in Ref. 8, which showed that rectangular cantilev
exhibit superior resistance. The implications of combini
these independent findings for rotational and in-plane de
mation will be discussed below.

B. Implications to total lateral deformation

In practice, lateral loading of AFM cantilevers is typ
cally achieved by application of forces to the imaging tip, s
Fig. 2. Consequently, both rotational deformation of the c
tilever, due to induced moments, and in-plane deforma
must be included to determine the total cantilev
deformation.9 In Sec. II B, formulas for the lateral sprin
constants were given, which include the combined effect
rotational and in-plane deformation, and thus indicate
Downloaded 11 Mar 2004 to 128.250.6.243. Redistribution subject to AI
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relative importance of these deformations. Since the form
las derived in Sec. II exhibit good accuracy, we now u
these results to investigate the total lateral performance
AFM cantilevers.

First, we note that AFM cantilevers possess imaging t
with the property that their height greatly exceeds the ca
lever thickness, i.e.,h/t@1. It then follows that both rectan
gular and V-shaped cantilevers are insensitive to in-pl
deformation in thex direction, since«x;O(t/h)2!1. Next,
we consider loading in they direction. For V-shaped cantile
vers encountered in practice, we again find«y!1, since the
aspect ratio of the cantileversb/L;1 andd/b,1, see Eq.
~7!. Combined with the above result, this establishes t
practical V-shaped cantilevers are insensitive to in-plane
formation in both thex andy directions, and thus all direc
tions. However, the situation is very different for rectangu
cantilevers. From Eq.~6!, we see that there are competin
terms in«y , which allow for the possibility that«y is order
unity. This can occur for cantilevers of high aspect ratioL/c
and small to moderate imaging tip ratioh/t, e.g., for h/t
55, L/c510, andv50.25, we find«y;2, which indicates
that lateral movement of the tip due to in-plane deformat
of the cantilever is twice as large as that due to rotation
the cantilever. Indeed, many rectangular cantilevers curre
manufactured possess the property«y;O(1). This finding
can have significant implications to quantitative force stud
performed using lateral force microscopy, as we shall n
discuss.

In lateral force microscopy, lateral forces are typica
measured in they direction. In performing these measur
ments, the cantilever sensitivity to lateral forces must be c
brated. One method used is to bring the imaging tip in
contact with a surface, then move the surface and induc
prescribed lateral displacement of the tip. When measu
using the optical deflection technique, this is observed a
change in the photodiode voltage. Consequently, a relat
ship between the lateral displacement of the tip and the p
todiode voltage is established. Throughout, it is assumed
this lateral displacement of the tip induces a pure rotation
the cantilever. This enables use of the torsional spring c
stant to connect the measured lateral displacement of th
to the applied lateral force, once the imaging tip height
known. However, if significant in-plane deformation occu
then use of the torsional spring constant to connect the lat
force to the lateral displacement of the tip will not be vali

Rectangular cantilevers are used commonly in late
force measurements for a number of reasons, which incl
their simplicity of design, calibration, and relative insensiti
ity to load position in comparison to V-shaped cantilever1

Use of rectangular cantilevers that satisfy the criterion

«y5
2

3~11n! S t

hD 2S L2DL

c D 2

!1, ~9!

will ensure that the foundations of the above-mention
methodology for quantitative lateral force measurements
main valid. Alternatively, effects of in-plane deformation ca
be rigorously included using the theoretical formalism giv
above.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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We emphasize, that the effects of in-plane deformat
are in addition to other complicating factors such as t
sample compliance,16 and imaging tip deformation,17 which
can all strongly affect the calibration and interpretation
lateral force measurements. Importantly, the influence
these effects can be eliminated by directly calibrating
angle of rotation of the cantilever, rather than the displa
ment of the tip. In such cases, use of the torsional sp
constant to determine the lateral force is formally valid, sin
the applied torque is independent of the above factors. P
cedures that directly calibrate lateral forces acting on
tip6,7 are also valid, regardless of in-plane deformation of
cantilever.

Finally, we investigate the inclusion of these findin
into a recent study8 by one of the authors, which compare
the lateral stability of rectangular and V-shaped cantileve
Specifically, that study considered pure rotational deform
tion, to examine the premise that V-shaped cantilevers
more resistant to twisting, and hence the effects of late
forces, than rectangular cantilevers. In so doing, Ref. 8
mally established that rectangular cantilevers are more re
tant to rotational deformation than V-shaped cantilevers. T
has significant implications in practice, since V-shaped c
tilevers are used commonly due to their presumed supe
resistance to rotational deformation, and in-plane deform
tions cannot be measured typically. We now include in-pla
deformation, and examine any implications to the lateral s
bility resulting from both rotational and in-plane deform
tion. Only lateral deformations in they direction are consid-
ered, since both types of cantilevers are insensitive to
plane deformations in thex direction, i.e., results presente
in Ref. 8 for lateral stability in thex direction are not influ-
enced by the effects of in-plane deformation.

A comparison of rectangular and V-shaped cantileve
which shows the effects of in-plane deformation on late
stability in they direction, is given in Fig. 5 for the typica

FIG. 5. Plot showing ratio of lateral spring constants of equivalent rec
gular and V-shaped cantilevers, as a function of V-shaped geometry
lateral loading in they direction. Both types of cantilevers have identic
normal spring constants, lengths, imaging tip positions, and tip heights
specified in Ref. 8, also see Eq.~8!. Superscripts rect and V refer to recta
gular and V-shaped cantilevers, respectively. Results given forb/L51,
DL/L50.03, n50.25, and for various tip ratiosh/t55,10,̀ . Note that
h/t→` corresponds to results given in Ref. 8 for pure rotational deform
tion.
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range of 0.1<d/b<0.3 ~which corresponds to 6>L/c>2
for the equivalent rectangular cantilever! and DL/L50.03;
similar results are obtained for 0.01<DL/L<0.1. These re-
sults indicate that the effects of in-plane deformation in
comparison of V-shaped and rectangular cantilevers, are
hanced by reducing the arm widths and imaging tip heig
of the cantilevers, and can be significant for small tip heig
ratios h/t and small arm width ratiosd/b. Importantly, a
survey of V-shaped cantilevers currently available reve
that at most, in-plane deformation is comparable to rotatio
deformation in the equivalent rectangular cantilever.18 This
leads to the comparable rectangular cantilever exhibitin
lateral spring constant approximately half that of t
V-shaped cantilever;18 this occurs only for smallh/t and
d/b. Apart from these limiting cases, rotational deformati
captures the dominant behavior and results in rectang
cantilevers exhibiting superior resistance to lateral force19

as shown in Ref. 8.
The findings of this study and Ref. 8 establish that re

angular and V-shaped cantilevers exhibit lateral stiffness
comparable order, with rectangular cantilevers generally
hibiting superior lateral resistance. Since the lateral and n
mal spring constants of both types of cantilevers are sens
to cantilever dimensions and can be easily tuned, use
V-shaped cantilevers on the grounds that they exhibit su
rior resistance to lateral forces, as is currently the case, is
justifiable. This conclusion is further supported by the ge
metric complexity of V-shaped cantilevers, which can co
plicate the interpretation and calibration of measurement

This study has investigated the effects of in-plane def
mation on the total lateral deformation of both rectangu
and V-shaped cantilevers. In so doing, we examined the
lidity of the assumption that in-plane cantilever deformati
is negligible in comparison to rotational deformation. W
found that the validity of this commonly held premise d
pends on the direction of loading and the cantilever un
consideration. When loaded at the imaging tip, this assu
tion is valid for V-shaped cantilevers always, irrespective
the cantilever geometry and direction of loading. For rect
gular cantilevers, however, this conclusion holds for load
in the x direction only. For loading in they direction, the
relative importance of in-plane and rotational deformation
rectangular cantilevers is strongly dependent on the can
ver geometry. Subsequently, a simple criterion was form
lated, which when satisfied, ensures that in-plane defor
tion is negligible in comparison to rotational deformatio
This is expected to be of particular importance in late
force measurements, where the assumption of pure rotati
deformation underlies conventional experimental method
ogy. The findings of this study will therefore be of value
the users and designers of AFM cantilevers.
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APPENDIX

In this Appendix, we derive analytical formulas for th
in-plane spring constants of rectangular and V-shaped ca
lever in thex direction, which corresponds to loading alon
the symmetry axis of the cantilever. These formulas exh
similar accuracy to those for they direction derived in Sec
II A.

For a rectangular cantilever, we consider the limiti
case where its lengthL is much greater than its widthc. A
simple analytical formula is then obtained by noting tha
load parallel to the symmetry axis of the cantilever induc
uniform stresses parallel to the direction of loading. Con
quently, the spring constantkx in this direction, is given by

kx5
Etc

L2DL
, ~A1!

whereE is Young’s modulus,t is the thickness of the plate
and all other dimensions are specified in Fig. 1~a!.

Analysis of the V-shaped cantilever is more complica
due to its elaborate geometry. We model this cantilever
dividing it into two sections, as in Ref. 13. The first is a so
triangle at the end of the cantilever, and the second is
supporting skewed rectangular arms. A straight line runn
parallel to the clamped end, at a distance ofL(122d/b)
from the clamped end, separates these two sections.
then enables solutions for both sections to be evaluated s
rately, and later combined to give the total spring const
for the cantilever.

For the triangular end section, we utilize the exact a
lytical result given in Ref. 11 for the in-plane deformation
an infinite wedge at its end point,

w15
Fx

Et~a1sina cosa!
lnS L

DL

2d

b D , ~A2!

wherea is defined in Eq.~3!, w1 is the displacement of the
imaging tip relative to the bottom of the triangular sectio
along the symmetry axis,Fx is the applied lateral load, an
all dimensions are as specified in Figs. 1~b! and 2. Provided
DL/L!1, this limiting solution11 will be a good approxima-
tion, since the true stress distribution will be well repr
sented.

To calculate the deformation of the skewed rectangu
arms, we note that the lateral load applied to the imaging
is also applied to the top of these arms. In the case where
width of these arms is far smaller than their length, the pr
lem then reduces to calculating the deflection of two attac
beams, under the application of a concentrated force at t
ends. The solution to this problem is11

w25
FxL

2E dt S 12
2d

b D sec4 a, ~A3!

wherew2 is the displacement of the arms in thex direction
relative to the clamped end.

Summing the contributions from Eqs.~A2! and ~A3!
then gives the total in-plane displacement of the cantileve
its imaging tip position. The resulting spring constant
therefore
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. ~A4!

Equations~A1! and ~A4! clearly indicate that the in-plane
spring constants in thex direction of both rectangular an
V-shaped cantilevers decrease as the width of their respe
arms decrease, i.e., widthc for rectangular cantilevers, an
width d for V-shaped cantilevers.
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